ANAGRAM QUIZ 5

ANIL
Perth, Australia

As well as from up/ahn and earlier Word Ways some of these reversibles are from *How to Double the Meaning of Life* (Xlibris,'11).

1. Do “But...?” (5)

2. line to tap (9)

3. ups sport (8)

4. “Mingle, save†” (10)

5. I aim “No, don’t!” (10)

6. a bio-torn (8)

7. Scar case neonate, I. (9 7)

8. if “urinated!” (10)

9. “haunt” go (4|3)

10. head over heels (2 5 1 5.)

11. Vital joy, I. (9)

12. I rid balls. (9)

13. Pines, ......has p! (9)

14. You fit in, Mr.! (10)

15. erupt sod (8)

16. Dukes rent luck. (7|6)

17. Of solo toe? (4|5)

18. mind eate\n, die tame (8)

19. sideful S (8)

20. hoer draw (8)

21. sly fencer (3|6)

22. tense stir (9)

23. Was Coppola yen. (10 3)

24. “Ta! True dig.” (9)

25. “bear” needs in MDs (7 6)

26. “Life!” citations (13)

27. I don’t ride East? (13)

28. A slack cad, I ail. (13)

29. See pet story, stop, rest eye. (11)

30. Ugh! One huge NO! (“6!”)

31. A gig’s ending. (11)

32. gilt-sealed legal edits (10)

33. prowess ’n’ fuel (12)

34. muss, or no shape (13)

35. “O, is pat—until ___!” (11)

36. Sell “riches!” (10)